
High Contrast portrait
Mrs Ras



Prep your image
open your image in Photoshop
select your background



Using the select and mask tool
click the invert button and get rid of the 
background



Delete the background



Image> adjustment> black and white



Image adjustment> contrast and brightness



Right click on layer and duplicate image



Filter>filter gallery> cutout
choose 3 to 5 shapes



Select the whole pic with marquee tool and 
edit> copy



Go to illustrator
File>new



Edit>paste



Lock the person layer and add new layer



Choose pen tool, and take off the fill and add 
a colored stroke



Begin to pen out the darks! Remember you 
can do smaller shapes and build it up… 



Add black to your shapes to fill in the 
shadows



Toggle off the background pic layer



Take the stroke off and look at the 



Look at your graphic.. Using your direct 
selection tool to round and style your shapes. 



Toggle off the dark shapes layer
add new layer on top
begin tracing out the highlights that are inside the 
darks



Using a white fill trace the highlights



Add a background middle gray color with your 
rectangle shape tool.  



File>export>export as
save as jpeg



In photoshop
File>new



File> place embedded
find your jpeg portrait and place



Click the layer mask button



Choose the white box next to the layer and 
then open the properties window



Choose the “Range color” button and then in the 
new window in the click down menu choose the 
“Quick mask”



Use the positive and negative eye dropper to 
create a mask (the pink is where “window” will be)



Pick ONE emotion and pick imagery that 
associates with that emotion.  
• Anger
• Envy
• Sad
• Happy
• Excited



Edit>paste “emotion” images 
you must paste at least 5 images



Add an image to the in the front of your 
layers and change layer mode



Once done merge all layers 



Add a over all filter
Filter>filter gallery



Play with your Image>adjustments
Brightness and contrast
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